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Today’s Agenda

• 14:00 – 14:05 Chairman’s Introduction

• 14:05 – 14:25 Keynote Presentation – Professor Robert Iliffe

• 14:25 – 14:45 Question & Answer
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Today’s Speaker
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University of Oxford



‘On the shoulders of giants’: the 
digital exploration of Newton’s 

career at the Mint

Rob Iliffe

May 2021









The Financial Revolution

• Following the Glorious Revolution, war vs. France (1689-97) placed strain on 
capacity of government to pay soldiers fighting in Flanders and elsewhere.

• Use of Bills of Exchange increased, and various banking innovations helped 
funnel money to Parliament for war effort, creating a ‘fiscal-military state’.

• Projecting flourished – patents; Joint-stock companies; Tontines, Annuities 
and new insurance schemes (Lloyds) and local/national lotteries (esp. 
‘Million Adventure’ Lottery of 1694)

• Numerous proposals for a bank to lend to government, including creation of 
Bank of England in 1694

• Malt Lottery 1697 (paid for by excise duties from malt).







Currency Crisis

• Following introduction of new technology in early 1660s, only a 
limited amount of milled coin had been introduced,

• Most coin circulating in 1680s being ‘hammered’;

• Newton’s assistant Hopton Haynes noted that silver coin paid as tax 
was losing weight from about 1686, and ‘clipping and coining’ began 
to accelerate from that date.

• War temporarily stalled counterfeiting but it took off again in 1693, 
causing price of guinea to rise to 30s -

• Haemorrhaging of silver to Europe and Far East, along with clipping 
and coining, created a serious silver currency crisis by mid-1695.



The Great Recoinage

• Along with Wren, Locke and others, Newton was asked for his opinion 
on what to do about shortage of specie in Autumn 1695; 

• Locke’s solution, i.e. not devaluing but recoining at old silver content, 
was chosen as means of guaranteeing integrity of currency.

• Newton invited by Chancellor of Exchequer, Charles Montagu, to be 
Warden of the Mint in April 1696;

• Montagu promised Newton a well-paid sinecure but the religious 
moralist could never take on such a position without linking his own 
integrity to that of the institution.



Reorganising the Mint

• As Warden Newton was the representative of the Crown and responsible 
for legal and criminal work.

• He arrived at the Mint intent on maintaining its integrity: by

• (a) ensuring the quality of gold and silver coin and

• (b) prosecuting those who sought to debase it.

• As elsewhere, he quickly took detailed notes on history and operations of 
Mint and its workers, ‘analyzing’ the actions and work-rate (‘diligence’) of 
key workers to ascertain when quality/productivity had fallen.

• Set up proper accounting systems for all mints involved in the Recoinage.











Prosecuting clippers and coiners

• Newton soon set up system for identifying and catching numerous 
individuals and networks implicated in counterfeiting –

• Took keen interest in using allies and spouses as informants, often 
paying latter as ‘witnesses’ to travel to various inns (across the 
country), and also to dress respectably when giving testimony.

• Major triumph was catching leading criminals of the day, inc. arch-
counterfeiter William Chaloner (hanged at Tyburn in March 1699).

• Newton designed countermeasures to protect security of secret Mint 
tools and processes, drafting often draconian legislation against 
clippers and coiners.





Master of the Mint

• On the death of the great projector Thomas Neale, Newton was made 
Master of the Mint 25 Dec. 1699, 

• with John Francis Fauquier as deputy

• Master was responsible for all Mint expenditure, checked by Comptroller/s 
who had separate account

• Master contracted with Crown for gold; Indenture gave him £6s.6d for 
every pound troy of gold issued and £1s.4 Τ1 2d for every pound troy of silver.

• Newton, who grew rich in the rare periods where gold coining was 
extensive, did not entirely give up his prosecutorial work but threw himself 
into issue of gold/silver ratio –





Gold/Silver ratios

• Newton spent much, and probably most of 1701-2 (during which time 
he sat as an MP for a second time) on responding to Treasury request 
to examine gold/silver ratio.

• In January 1701 he warned that silver coin was being melted for 
export to areas where it was worth far more relative to gold 
(effectively neutering the success of the Great Recoinage);

• September 1701 he requested standard 21s.6d value of the guinea be 
reduced by between 6 and 12d (basis of 1717 recommendation).

• Produced vast study of value of European and American coins, using 
assays and analysis of exchange rates



Newton - designer

• Newton steeped in classical learning – basis of his work on chronology.

• Also interested in numismatics – owned and used Evelyn’s Numismata of 
1697, which saw coins and medals as legible and referential.

• Heavily involved in designing medals at start of Anne’s reign – and with the 
historical and political significance of the representation; Anne herself was 
highly concerned with the designs.

• Worked closely with chief engraver John Croker – 300 gold Coronation 
medals (representing Anne as Pallas Athene – goddess of wisdom and war) 
given to Lords, and others were distributed to Commons later.

• Two faces of ‘giant’ those of Louis XIV and the Pretender.

• Newton’s role curtailed after 1704 medal commemorating Marlborough.







Vigo coin



Trials of the Pyx

• Every few years, the Master’s integrity in coin production was tested 
by having gold/silver coins that had been placed in a box (the ‘Pyx’), 
weighed and then assayed for fineness and compared with a plate 
constructed by the Goldsmith’s Company.

• A certain amount of variation from the prescribed values for silver 
and gold was termed the Mater’s ‘remedy’.

• Newton resisted efforts by Goldsmiths to hold trial in secret, 
emphasizing later that he was not technically on trial, 

• and that the Goldsmiths had no authority over the process.



The 1710 Trial

• Problem at 1710 Trial of the Pyx shows Newton at his most intense –

• Issue arose due to 1707 plate made by John Cartlich in connection 
with amalgamation of the English and Scottish Mints.

• 1710 Jury found that with respect to the 1707 Trial plate, the Pyx gold 
coins were defective by about 1 part per 1000 –

• Newton and others were apparently so vociferous in their complaints 
that they were ejected from the building.

• In response to these events, Newton used his experience to perform 
a number of assays on his own, claiming to prove that the 1707 plate 
was too fine by nearly half a grain. 





Newton on accuracy

• In a memo. that exists in 10 drafts Newton argued that Refiners, who 
did not work with as much ‘curiosity and eagerness’ as the assayers, 
found it almost impossible to refine gold to 24 carats, though this 
ought to have been their standard. 

• For this reason, goldsmiths ‘generally’ believed that gold could not be 
made above 24 carats fine but he claimed that it could be done by 
more vigorous ‘washing’ of the gold with Aqua Fortis (nitric acid), or
(as ‘Chymists’ did), by using antimony sulphide –

• Condemned Goldsmith’s Co. for never providing details about their 
practice, or showing that their 1707 plate had received royal warrant.





Conclusion

• Detailed analysis of his work at the Mint, made possible by Mint 
Project, shows that he brought skills and attitudes to his task from 
many areas of his personal and intellectual lives;

• Newton linked his own moral compass to his work as Warden and 
Master of the Mint – this fed into all aspects of his career:

• Reorganising the Mint to increase efficiency

• Prosecuting clippers and coiners

• Improving the ‘exactness’ of the coinage, even with personal assays

• Scrutinising the gold/silver ratio



Digital Newton

• Mint Papers Project funded by David and Claudia Harding Foundation

• Has transcribed all of Newton’s Mint Papers at The National Archives, 
along with other relevant letters and papers from Treasury papers

• To go ‘live’ in October 2021, has additional features such as 
introductions, commentaries, timelines and representations of 
networked relations between counterfeiters, 

• - embedded in a digital map of London (John Roque’s 1746).

• All part of much larger Open Access Newton Project, (possibly) to be 
completed in 2027 ----

















Dev-newtonandthemint.history.ox.ac.uk





Comments, Questions & Answers
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Thank You For Listening

Forthcoming Events

• Mon, 24 May (11:00-11:45) Emerging Central & South Asian Tech Hubs: The Indonesian & Malaysian 

Hubs Of 10 Years Ago?

• Tue, 25 May (09:00-09:45) How Biodiversity Underpins Economic Prosperity

• Wed, 26 May (11:00-11:45) How To Achieve The Perfect Delivery

• Thu, 27 May (15:00-15:45) EOTs: The Credible Alternative To Succession

Visit  https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/forthcoming-events/
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